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Damrak 
From Central Station scales with a subtle 
mixture of pink, yellow and orange tulips 
guide you along the Red Carpet all 
the way via Damrak, Beursplein, Dam, 
Rokin, Munt to the end of Vijzelstraat. 
You see the orange-red ‘Jochem’, the 
light pink ‘Synaeda Amor’, the golden 
yellow tulip ‘Strong Gold’, the soft pink 
and yellow ‘Passio Sweet’, the pink 
and yellow fringed ‘Joint Division’, the 
new multi-flowered egg-yellow ‘Golden 
Oak’, the double flowering yellow-apricot 
colored ‘Foxy Foxtrot’ and the orange-red 
‘Cadance’.

Beursplein  
The same beautiful mixture as mentioned 
above can be seen here....

Dam 
...and also here.

Rokin 
And the subtly colored mixture also 
continues here: the orange-red ‘Jochem’, 
the light pink ‘Synaeda Amor’, the golden 
yellow tulip ‘Strong Gold’, the soft pink 
and yellow ‘Passio Sweet’, the pink 
and yellow fringed ‘Joint Division’, the 
new multi-flowered egg-yellow ‘Golden 
Oak’, the double flowering yellow-apricot 
colored ‘Foxy Foxtrot’ and the orange-red 
‘Cadance’.

Munt 
Here again the scales with the same 
mixture brightly welcome you.

Vijzelstraat/Vijzelgracht 
Also Vijzelstraat and Vijzelgracht are 
decorated with the same mixture as 
at the previous locations: the orange-
red ‘Jochem’, the light pink ‘Synaeda 
Amor’, the golden yellow tulip ‘Strong 
Gold’, the soft pink and yellow ‘Passio 
Sweet’, the pink with yellow-fringed ‘Joint 
Division’, the new multi-flowered egg-
yellow ‘Golden Oak’, the double flowering 
yellow-apricot colored ‘Foxy Foxtrot’ and 
the orange-red ‘Cadance’.

Max Euweplein 
Finally this new location also features the 
beautiful mixture as above.

Leidseplein/Kleine Gartmanplantsoen 
The tulip mixture ‘Foxy Foxes’ dominates 
here: scales with pink and yellow double 
tulips.

Koningsplein 
Here you find scales with a mixture of 
white, pink and yellow tulips: the pure 
white ‘Pim Fortuyn’, the double flowering 
yellow-apricot colored ‘Foxy Foxtrot’, the 
white to pink flowering ‘Foxtrot’ and the 
pink ‘Lydia’.
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Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam 

This year there are scales of tulips in the 
hotel’s courtyard garden with the the 
‘Royal Princess’ mixture with the purple, 
lilac and soft yellow tulips.

Magere Brug (Skinny Bridge) 
Per tradition, a different combination is 
presented here every edition of the Tulp 
Festival. This year ‘Imperial Friends’ 
orange, yellow and cream white tulips.

H’ART Museum and Amsterdam 
Museum 

Along the facade at the Amstel river there 
are scales with a mixture of pink, yellow 
and salmon-colored tulips, the new multi-
flowered egg-yellow ‘Golden Oak’, the 
pink ‘Jochem’ and the salmon-colored 
‘Rejoyce’.

In the courtyard there are tubs of tulips 
that represent the new name H’ART 
Museum: ‘Heart Beat’ pink with yellow 
fringe, ‘White Heart’ double white, 
‘Pleasure’ an exciting, beautifully from 
pink to white fading tulip.

On the occasion of the 10th anniversary 
of the Tulp Festival Amsterdam, a small 
exhibition about ‘the tulip’ has been set 
up in Amsterdam Museum.

Nieuwe Keizersgracht 
Tubs with the blood-red tulip ‘Hetty’, 
offered by the Compagnon company, are 
located here along the water.

Roetersstraat/Nieuwe Achtergracht 
UVA 
Look around this area and discover the 
scales with a red mixture, an orange 
mixture and a yellow mixture: the ‘Seadov 
Parrot’, a red parakeet tulip, the dark red 
‘Strong Love’ and the ‘Escape’, a more 
blood-red variety. The yellow mixture 
includes the golden yellow ‘Strong Gold’, 
the creamy white ‘Agrass Creme’, the 
multi-flowered egg-yellow ‘Golden Oak’. 
The orange mixture consists of the 
orange ‘Hermitage’, the orange flamed 
‘Arjuno’ and the double orange ‘Orange 
Princess’.

Plantage Middenlaan/ Nieuwe Sint 
Jakob 
Featuring here are the ‘Fosteriana 
Beauties’ white, pink and yellow tulips 
with green in the petals.

Muiderstraat 
The ‘Sun Fever’ mixture gives a warm 
red-orange glow to the street.

Kattenburgerplein 
Here you find the mixture ‘Flaming 
Beauty’, striped Rembrandt tulips in 
white, yellow and purple.

Wittenburgerplantsoen 
Here the ‘Fiesta’ mixture blooms, sturdy 
French tulips in pink tones combined with 
yellow.

NEMO Science Museum 
On the roof there are pallets with four 
types of tulips, a mix of red, orange, 
yellow and pink: ‘Red Princess’, 
‘Hermitage’, ‘Princess Margriet’ and the 
‘Pretty Princess’.

Raadhuisstraat on the bridges 
Raadhuisstraat is perpendicular to 
the Red Carpet. The bridges here are 
equipped with a mixture of red, orange 
and pink tulips: the dark red ‘Strong 
Love’, the orange-red ‘Cadance’, light 
pink ‘Synaeda Amor’, the blood red 
‘Escape’, the pink and white ‘Miss 
Elegance’ and the orange-pink ‘Caro’.

Gravenstraat-Torensteeg-Torensluis-
Leliegracht 
On the corners of the streets there is a 
purple-white mixture with ‘Flaming Flag’ 
flamed white-purple,  the white-purple 
fringed ‘Purple Circus’, the purple ‘Purple 
Flag’ and the double purple ‘Double 
Flag’. On the Torensluis there are scales 
with the ‘Royal Princess’ mixture with 
purple, lilac and soft yellow tulips.

Westermarkt 
Amsterdam Tulip Museum introduced 
a new color palette here: a mixture of 
pastel shades: the well-known ‘White 
Liberstar’ with curled petals, the white 
‘Agrass White’, the lilac ‘Jacuzzi’, the 
salmon-colored ‘Rejoyce’, the pink 
with yellow fringed ‘Joint Division’, the 
double flowering yellow-apricot colored 
‘Foxy Foxtrot’ and the bright pink double 
‘Sunset Tropical’.

Amsterdam Tulip Museum 

Baskets with changing tulips decorate the 
entrance to the museum and shop.

Jordaan streets between 
Bloemgracht and Westerstraat 
In these small streets you find tubs with a 
purple-white mixture with ‘Flaming Flag’ 
flamed white-purple,  the white-purple 
fringed ‘Purple Circus’, the purple ‘Purple 
Flag’ and the double purple ‘Double 
Flag’. And there are tubs with one type 
of tulip, the purple ‘Purple Flag’ or the 
double ‘Newcastle’ with purple fringes, or 
the pink ‘Pretty Princess’.

Oudekerksplein 
We cross over to Centrum Oost and end 
up on Oudekerksplein. Here the ‘Spring 
Peonies’ surround the square, double 
white, pink and purple tulips.

Zuiderkerkhof 
This new location features a colorful 
‘Festival of Colours’ mixture of purple, 
pink, red, orange and yellow tulips

Huis Willet-Holthuysen 

Single, double and feathery tulips, plain, 
flamed and striped tulips, single, double 
and spray daffodils, orange and yellow 
imperial crowns, blue grape hyacinths 
and hyacinths bloom in the garden. 
The flowering period runs from the end 
of March to mid-May. This year again, 
historical tulips from the time of the Willet-
Holthuysen couple take a central position: 
‘Duchesse de Parma’ (1820) red with 
yellow, the pink with a yellow edge ‘Je 
Maintiendrai’ (1863), the orange ‘Simon 
Bolivar’ ( 1883), ‘Princess Elisabeth’ 
(1898) pink flamed, the fragrant blue ‘Bleu 
Aimable’ (1906) and the purple-white 
flamed ‘Insulinde’ (1915).
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DoubleTree by Hilton Amsterdam 
Central Station 

A warm welcome with tubs with tulips in 
a mixture of the red ‘Red Princess’, the 
orange ‘Hermitage’ and the pink flamed 
‘Pretty Princess’.

Piet Heinkade/Mövenpick – Cruise 
Port Amsterdam 
Along the quay a bright mixture of tulips 
welcomes you: red, purple, pink and 
white, with the double hard pink ‘Sunset 
Tropical’, an orange-red flamed parakeet 
tulip ‘Seadov Parrot’, the red ‘Red 
Princess’, the violet ‘Passio Glossy’, the 
pink ‘Miss Elegance’ and the creamy 
white ‘Agrass Creme’.

De Ruijterkade (west) 
At this cruise port location the same 
mixture is on the jetty as at Mövenpick/
CPA: the double hard pink ‘Sunset 
Tropical’, a red parakeet tulip ‘Seadov 
Parrot’, the red ‘Red Princess’, the violet 
‘Passio Glossy’, the pink ‘ Miss Elegance’ 
and the creamy white ‘Agrass Creme’.

Westerdoksdijk 
Also here on the jetty: the double bright 
pink ‘Sunset Tropical’, a red parakeet 
tulip ‘Seadov Parrot’, the red ‘Red 
Princess’, the violet ‘Passio Glossy’, the 
pink ‘Miss Elegance’ and the creamy 
white ‘Agrass Creme’.

Coenhaven 
And another jetty with the beautiful 
mixture: the double hard pink ‘Sunset 
Tropical’, a red parakeet tulip ‘Seadov 
Parrot’, the red ‘Red Princess’, the violet 
‘Passio Glossy’, the pink ‘Miss Elegance’ 
and the creamy white ‘Agrass Cream’.
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Flower Bulbs
They used to cost a fortune. Fortunately, eve-
ryone can afford flower bulbs today. You see 
these beautiful flowers produced by their un-
derground bulbs emerging in the spring. People 
often remark on them: “They are so pretty, I 
want some, too!” But their enthusiasm is often 
dampened by questions that arise. “What is a 
flower bulb, actually?” “How do you plant flower 
bulbs?” “What kinds should I plant?” “When 
is the best time to plant them?” they wonder. 
Fortunately, planting flower bulbs is not difficult, 
and each question has an answer. Bulb.com 
is the flower bulb platform that provides the 
answers to these kinds of questions.

What is a flower bulb?
A flower bulb can best be described as an un-
derground storage shed and a flower factory all 
in one. This is because a flower bulb contains 
everything that the plant needs to grow and 
bloom: the flower, the leaves and a food supply. 
If you’d like to see for yourself, slice a flower 
bulb in half from top to bottom.

The history of flower bulbs
Flower bulbs are cultivated in the Netherlands: 
products of the Dutch soil. The most well-
known flower bulb is the tulip. Tulips were being 
cultivated and traded in Turkey as long ago 
as the Middle Ages. At that time, men there 
wore a turban, and this custom gave rise to the 
name given to this queen of the flower bulbs. 
The name ‘tulip’ (in Latin: Tulipa) means ‘the 
flower that looks like a turban’.

Planting flower bulbs
Because the flower is already tucked away 
inside the bulb, you don’t need green fingers to 
plant them. All it takes is five steps to guarantee 
success! Before you know it, you’ll be down 
on your knees admiring the first green leaf tips 
emerging from the soil. And that’s just the start 
of delightful things to come.

Kinds of flower bulbs
Some flower bulbs will produce flowers every 
year while some will not. This is why flower 
bulbs are subdivided into various kinds: flower 
bulbs for annual plantings, flower bulbs for 
perennialised flowering, and flower bulbs for 
naturalised plantings.

The difference between spring bulbs and 
summer bulbs
Flower bulbs can also be classified into two 
large groups: spring bulbs and summer bulbs. 
Spring bulbs flower in the spring and have 
to be planted in the autumn. Summer bulbs 
have to be planted in the spring to flower in 
the summer. And to make things even a bit 
more complicated, in addition to the spring and 
summer bulbs, there is another small group: 
the autumn bulbs. Autumn flowering bulbs have 
to be planted in July after which they will flower 
in the autumn.

For more information about flower bulbs 
www.ibulb.org

HOW DO TULIPS GROW ?

32
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IJpromenade / Eye Filmmuseum 

Along the quay you will come across 
ten different types of tulips: ‘Match’ pink 
with a yellow base, ‘Cardinal Mindszenty’ 
double white, the pink ‘Lydia’, the 
orange-red flamed parakeet tulip ‘Seadov 
Parrot’, ‘Princess Margriet’ yellow with 
a red-purple flame, the double hard 
pink ‘Sunset Tropical’, the yellow-red 
flamed ‘Shell’, ‘Passio Glossy’ violet, 
‘Pleasure’ an exciting beautifully pink to 
white changing white tulip, ‘Cadance’ an 
orange-red tulip.

Oeverpark (near Maritim Hotel) 
The new Maritim Hotel, still under 
construction, offered the neighborhood 
this lovely mixture of purple tulips: ‘Passio 
Glossy’ violet, ‘Purple Chrystal’ fringed 
purple tulip with white base, ‘Attila Graffiti’ 
a changing purple-red color, ‘Double Flag’ 
a double violet tulip and the lilac ‘Jacuzzi’.

Van der Pekstraat 
There are four colors of tulips in a long 
row: the ‘Newcastle’ double pink fringed 
tulip, the red ‘Red Princess’, the golden 
yellow ‘Strong Gold’, a white tulip with 
pink edges ‘Del Piero’ and the ‘Caracas’, 
double orange.

Buikslotermeerplein  
On the square there are tubs full of tulips 
with the orange ‘Arjuna’, the double 
orange ‘Orange Princess’, the golden 
yellow ‘Strong Gold’, the yellow with a 
red-purple flame ‘Princess Margriet’ and 
the creamy white ‘Agrass Creme’.

Mercuriusplein 
Tubs of tulips decorate the square: the 
violet ‘Passio Glossy’, the double pink 
‘Britt’, the pink and white ‘Miss Elegance’ 
and another pink variant ‘Lydia’.

Zonneplein 
Here again is a yellow-white mixture of 
tulips: the white-yellow flamed ‘Flaming 
Agrass’, the creamy white ‘Agrass 
Creme’, ‘White Liberstar’ with curled 
petals and the new multi-flowered egg-
yellow ‘Golden Oak’
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Van Limburg Stirumplein 
Tulp Festival adds color to squares in 
Amsterdam West with a colorful mixture: 
‘Attila Graffiti’ purple-red, ‘Purple 
Chrystal’ fringed purple tulip with white 
base, ‘Caro’ orange, ‘Seadov Parrot’ the 
orange-red flamed parakeet tulip, the 
dark red ‘Strong Love’, the fringed pink 
and yellow ‘Joint Division’, orange-red 
‘Cadans’, the light pink ‘Synaeda Amor’, 
the creamy white ‘Agrass Creme’ and 
the ‘Golden Oak’, the multi-flowered 
egg-yellow new tulip that adds an extra 
accent to the mixture on this location.

Park Frederik Hendrikplantsoen 
This park has its own color range: pink 
and white ‘Miss Elegance’, the orange-
red parakeet tulip ‘Seadov Parrot’, the 
double pink ‘Sunset Tropical’, the double 
red ‘Red Princess’ and the pink ‘Lydia’.

Frederik Hendrikplantsoen 
Purple tones dominate here. The white-
purple flamed ‘Flaming Flag’, the purple 
‘Purple Flag’, the purple-red ‘Attila 
Graffiti’, the flamed fringed ‘Purple Circus’ 
that runs from white to purple and the 
‘Purple Chrystal’ fringed purple tulip with 
a white base.

Kwakersplein  
Here is the same colorful mixture as 
on the Van Limburg Stirumplein, with 
a different accent: the ‘Freeman’, a 
double yellow-pink tulip. Furthermore, 
the ‘Attila Graffiti’ purple-red, ‘Purple 
Chrystal’ fringed purple tulip with white 
base, ‘Caro’ orange, ‘Seadov Parrot’ 
the orange-red flamed parakeet tulip, 
the dark red ‘Strong Love’, fringed pink 
with yellow ‘Joint Division’, orange-red 
‘Cadance’, the light pink ‘Synaeda Amor’ 
and the creamy white ‘Agrass Creme’.

Bellamyplein 
Another square with the same tulip 
mixture, this time with the salmon-colored 
‘Rejoyce’ as an accent. In addition, 
the ‘Attila Graffiti’ purple-red, ‘Purple 
Chrystal’ fringed purple tulip with white 
base, ‘Caro’ orange, ‘Seadov Parrot’ 
the orange-red flamed parakeet tulip, 
the dark red ‘Strong Love’, fringed pink 
with yellow ‘Joint Division’, orange-red 
‘Cadance’, the light pink ‘Synaeda Amor’ 
and the creamy white ‘Agrass Creme’.
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Corner Admiraal de Ruijterweg and 
Willem de Zwijgerlaan 
We will continue with that beautiful 
mixture. Here the red ‘Escape’ has a 
special status. Also including the ‘Attila 
Graffiti’ purple-red, ‘Purple Chrystal’ 
fringed purple tulip with white base, 
‘Caro’ orange, ‘Seadov Parrot’ the 
orange-red flamed parakeet tulip, the 
dark red ‘Strong Love’, fringed pink 
with yellow ‘Joint Division’, orange-red 
‘Cadence’, the light pink ‘Synaeda Amor’ 
and the creamy white ‘Agrass Creme’.

Witte de Withplein  
Here exactly the same as on the Van 
Limburg Stierumplein: ‘Attila Graffiti’ 
purple-red, ‘Purple Chrystal’ fringed 
purple tulip with white base, ‘Caro’ 
orange, ‘Seadov Parrot’ the orange-
red flamed parakeet tulip, the dark red 
‘Strong Love’, fringed pink with yellow 
‘Joint Division’, orange-red ‘Cadans’, the 
light pink ‘Synaeda Amor’, the creamy 
white ‘Agrass Creme’ and the ‘Golden 
Oak’, the multi-flowered egg-yellow new 
tulip that adds an extra accent to the 
mixture.

Mercatorplein 
The largest square in this area also has 
the same mixture of tulips, but here the 
tulip ‘Crown of Negrita’ is the supreme 
extra: a purple tulip with slightly curved 
petals.

Erasmuspark 
In the flower garden, the tulip tubs stand 
out with flamed, fringed tulips ranging 
from white to purple under the name 
‘Purple Circus’.

WFC Amsterdam 
The square is enlivened with tulip tubs 
with a cheerful mixture of orange-red 
‘Cadans’, the ‘Golden Oak’ the multi-
flowered egg-yellow new tulip, ‘Cardinal 
Mindszenty’ double white, the ‘Seadov 
Parrot’ the orange-red flamed parakeet 
tulip, the pink ‘Lydia’, the violet ‘Passio 
Glossy’ and the purple fringed ‘Purple 
Chrystal’.

Osdorpplein 
Scattered throughout the shopping center 
are tubs with a refined mixture of orange-
red ‘Cadence’, ‘Miss Elegance’ pink with 
a bit of white in it, the glossy dark red 
‘Unique de France’, the golden yellow 
‘Strong Gold’, ‘Match’ pink with a yellow 
base, the violet ‘Passio Glossy’, the 
purple fringed ‘Purple Chrystal’, the light 
pink ‘Synaeda Amor’ and the pure white 
‘Pim Fortuyn’.

Plein 40-45 
Here is a mixture of pastel shades with 
the pink ‘Lydia’ and the violet ‘Passio 
Glossy’, the light pink ‘Synaeda Amor’, 
orange-red ‘Cadans’, the orange ‘Annie 
Schilder’ and the lilac ‘Jacuzzi’.

Confuciusplein 
Another colorful mixture in this new 
location: the red ‘Red Princess’, the pink 
flamed ‘Pretty Princess’ and the orange 
‘Hermitage’.

Lambertus Zijlplein 
Here are tubs with the orange 
‘Hermitage’, the pink flamed ‘Pretty 
Princess’ and the yellow ‘Princess 
Margriet’ with a red-purple flame.
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Boerhaaveplein 
On this cozy neighborhood square 
there you will find tulips blooming in the 
full ground - a gift from Tulp Festival - 
consisting of ‘Devenish’ red with a yellow 
edge, ‘Ronaldo’ deep purple, the salmon 
pink ‘Jimmy’, red ‘Ile de France’, the 
white with red flamed ‘Happy Generation’ 
and the pink ‘Don Quichotte’.

In addition, there are tubs with different 
types of tulips: the orange ‘Arjuna’, 
the golden yellow ‘Strong Gold’, the 
purple ‘Purple Flag’, the orange-red 
parakeet tulip ‘Seadov Parrot’, the pink 
flamed ‘Pretty Princess’ and an exciting, 
beautifully changing pink-white tulip 
‘Pleasure’.

Rijksmuseum 

In the garden on the Museumplein side 
near the wing nut tree you can see, 
among others, the early flowering white 
with pink tongue tulip ‘Willem van den 
Akker’ and the equally early white with 
pink and yellow tulip ‘Ice stick’. Also 

here the pink ‘Don Quichotte’, the 
‘Request’ an orange-pink tulip, ‘Virichic’ 
a pink tulip with a green hint in the leaf, 
‘Elegant Lady’, white with soft pink. On 
the Stadhouderskade there are small and 
low flowering early tulips such as ‘The 
First’ white with a striking yellow heart, 
the ‘Cynthia’ creamy white with pink and 
‘Tubergen’s Gem’, yellow with red. The 
later flowering ‘Claudia’ is a lily-flowered 
pink tulip with a white edge, the purple 
‘Purple Dream’ and the ‘Request’ an 
orange-pink tulip.

Museumplein 
The pond is not available due to 
renovation. That’s why there’s a 
walkway with tulips from the pond to the 
museums. Here is a mixture of the pink 
‘Jacuzzi’, the red-fringed ‘Valery Gergiev’, 
orange-red ‘Cadance’, the purple with 
white flamed ‘Flaming Flag’, the purple 
fringed ‘Purple Chrystal’, the pink ‘Lydia’, 
the pink with white ‘ Miss Elegance’ and 
the red ‘Escape’.

Museumplein - het Oor 
Tulip Museum Amsterdam provides a 
beautiful row of tulip varieties here. ‘Red 
Princess’ double red, white with purple 
flamed ‘Flaming Flag’, white to pink 
flowering double ‘Foxtrot’, the purple with 
white ‘Tiramisu’, the orange-pink ‘Caro’, 
the white ‘White Liberstar’ with curved 
petals, ‘the double pink ‘Sunset Tropical’, 
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a subtle white-red flamed ‘One Direction’, 
the purple-red ‘Attila Graffiti’, ‘New Santa’ 
red with white fringes, the golden yellow 
‘Strong Gold’, the pink flamed ‘Pretty 
Princess’, the yellow with pink fringed 
‘Joint Division’ and ‘Cardinal Mindszenty’ 
double white with special petals.

Pond Vondelpark opposite Idfa/
Parkzuid 
An experiment! Ten varieties of tulips in 
floating pallets in the pond: the white 
‘White Prince’, orange ‘Arjuna’, pink 
‘Passio Sweet’, violet ‘Passio Glossy’, 
double pink ‘Britt’, ‘Pleasure’ pink with 
white base, the white with pink edge 
‘Del Piero’, the orange-red parakeet 
tulip ‘Seadov Parrot’, the golden yellow 
‘Strong Gold’ and the pink with yellow 
fringed ‘Joint Division’.

Vondelpark 
Scattered throughout the park at the 
restaurant entrances of Stayokay, De 
Roos, Parkzuid, Blauwe Theehuis, Groot 
Melkhuis and Vondeltuin tulip tubs with a 
colorful mixture welcome you: the purple 
and white ‘Tiramisu’, the white ‘White 
Liberstar’ with curled petals, the double 
pink ‘Queensland’ with white fringe, the 
purple ‘Passionale’. ‘, the shiny dark red 
‘Unique de France’ and the yellow and 
white flamed Flaming Agrass’.

Hilton Amsterdam 

The yellow and red flamed ‘Banja Luka’ 
stands out at the entrance to the hotel. 
The garden features the famous white 
‘Peace’ tulip.

Amsterdamse Bos 

At the entrance to the Bosbaan there 
are tubs with a mixture of the golden 
yellow ‘Strong Gold’, the pure white 
‘Pim Fortuyn’ and the yellow and white 
flamed ‘Flaming Agrass’. At the entrance 
to the Boswinkel there are tubs with the 
yellow and red flamed ‘Jakoba Mulder’ 
tulip. Jakoba Mulder was the designer 
of the Amsterdamse Bos. At the head 
of the Bosbaan there are tubs with the 
lilac ‘Jacuzzi’, the violet ‘Passio Glossy’, 
the pink and yellow ‘Passio Sweet’, the 
multi-flowered egg-yellow ‘Golden Oak’; 
the double yellow-pink ‘Freeman’, the 
orange-red ‘Jochem’ and the double pink 
‘Sunset Tropical’.

Van de Boechorststraat/ Zuidas 
Botanical Garden 
This time there are tubs with different 
types of tulips, including the lily-flowered 
orange ‘Ballerina’, the dark purple ‘Queen 
of Night’, the white with green ‘Spring 
Green’, the yellow with red ‘Suncatcher’, 
the lily-flowered white with pink flamed  
‘Marilyn’ and a beautiful parrot tulip, the 
dark purple ‘Black Parrot’.

Shopping center Gelderlandplein 
Tulips welcome visitors. A mixture of pink 
and white ‘Miss Elegance’, the orange-
red parakeet tulip ‘Seadov Parrot’, the 
double pink ‘Sunset Tropical’, the double 
red ‘Red Princess’ and the pink ‘Lydia’ 
bloom in the tubs.
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Strandvliet station

Bullewijk station

Holendrecht station 
At these three stations, the red Bijlmer 
tulip, baptized in 2018, blooms brilliantly 
in the tubs.
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